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Abstract
Methylation of histone H3 at lysine 4 (H3K4) is a conserved feature of active chromatin catalyzed by methyltrans-
ferases of the SET1-family (SET1A, SET1B, MLL1, MLL2, MLL3 and MLL4 in humans).These enzymes participate in di-
verse gene regulatory networks with a multitude of known biological functions, including direct involvement in
several human disease states. Unlike most lysine methyltransferases, SET1-family enzymes are only fully active in
the context of a multi-subunit complex, which includes a protein module comprised of WDR5, RbBP5, ASH2L and
DPY-30 (WRAD). These proteins bind in close proximity to the catalytic SET domain of SET1-family enzymes and
stimulate H3K4 methyltransferase activity. The mechanism by which WRAD promotes catalysis involves elements
of allosteric control and possibly the utilization of a second H3K4 methyltransferase active site present within
WRAD itself. WRAD components also engage in physical interactions that recruit SET1-family proteins to target
sites on chromatin. Here, the known molecular mechanisms through which WRAD enables the function of
SET1-related enzymes will be reviewed.
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INTRODUCION
Methylation of the epsilon amino group of lysine

residues is a major regulatory mechanism influencing

chromatin structure and function, catalyzed by the

S-adenosylmethionine (SAM)-dependent lysine

methyltransferase superfamily of enzymes [1].

Among the substrates of lysine methylation identified

to date, core histones H3 and H4 are the most well

studied, where specific sites of methylation can

modulate local protein:protein interactions occurring

on the chromatin fiber. In most instances, regulation

by lysine methylation is mediated by a class of pro-

teins possessing methyl-lysine recognition domains

(e.g. chromodomains and PHD domains), also

known as chromatin readers, which associate with

lysine residues preferentially in their methylated

or unmmethylated states [2]. Individual lysine

methyltransferases are highly substrate specific and

product specific (in performing mono-, di- and/or

tri-methylation), which affords diverse regula-

tory functions within this class of enzymes. Indeed,

lysine methyltransferases regulate a multitude of nu-

clear processes, including heterochromatin formation,

transcription, DNA replication, and DNA repair [1].

Methylation of histone H3 at lysine 4 (H3K4) is

well-studied modification linked to chromatin in its

active or poised state [3, 4]. An early study from the

Allis laboratory found H3K4 methylation to be

highly enriched within the transcriptionally active

macronucleus relative to the transcriptionally inert

micronucleus of the ciliated protozoan Tetrahymena
[5]. This early observation laid the groundwork for

a large body of subsequent studies across diverse spe-

cies, correlating the presence of H3K4 methylation
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with transcriptional activity [e.g. 6, 7]. Studies

mapping histone lysine methylation across eukary-

otic genomes have universally identified H3K4me3

as strongly enriched near the transcriptional start

site of active genes, whereas H3K4me2 and

H3K4me1 are found more broadly across active

genes and at enhancer elements [6–9]. Several chro-

matin readers are known to translate the presence

of H3K4 methylation into positive effects on tran-

scriptional activity, including CHD1, BPTF and

TAF3 [10–12].

The SET1 gene in the budding yeastSaccharomyces
cerevisiae was discovered by several laboratories as

encoding the first known H3K4 methyltransferase,

a catalytic function performed through its conserved

SET domain [13–16]. Since Set1 is the only H3K4

methyltransferase in this organism, a SET1-null yeast

strain completely lacks all H3K4me1, me2 and me3

in bulk chromatin, resulting in a host of pleoiotropic

phenotypes, including defects in growth and defects

in telomeric chromatin structure [13, 14, 16]. Yeast

Set1, like its orthologs in higher eukaryotes (SET1A/

B in humans), is recruited to chromatin by the serine

5-phosphorylated C-terminal domain of RNA poly-

merase II (pol II) [8, 17–20]. This interaction

with the initiating form of pol II results in the oc-

cupancy of Set1 near the 50-end of active genes,

which correlates closely with the peak of

H3K4me3 [8, 17–20]. In metazoans, SET1A/B pro-

teins seem to function analogously to yeast Set1 in

performing the majority of transcription-coupled

H3K4 methylation found at active genes, presum-

ably through co-transcriptional recruitment [18–21].

Unlike their yeast counterpart, human SET1A/B

proteins are also recruited to chromatin via an inter-

action with non-methylated CpG island sequences,

mediated by the SET1A/B-associated protein CFP1

[22, 23].

In addition to the global function of SET1A/B,

metazoans possess additional homologs that perform

H3K4 methylation in a more gene-specific fashion,

enzymes known as MLL1 to 4 in humans or Trx/Trr

in Drosophila [24].Trithorax (Trx) was discovered gen-

etically in flies as a homeotic mutant, with Trx alleles

displaying body segment specification defects result-

ing from Hox gene mis-expression [25, 26]. Notably,

one of the hypomorphic alleles of Trx (Z11) identi-

fied in a forward genetic screen has been mapped to

its SET domain and disrupts H3K4 methyltransferase

activity [27, 28]. The Trx orthologs in mammals,

MLL1 and MLL2, also catalyze H3K4 methylation

via their SET domain, with a conserved role in posi-

tively regulating HOX gene expression to specify

segmental identity [29–32]. Trr in Drosophila and its

human orthologs, MLL3 and MLL4, function in a

specialized manner to co-activate nuclear hormone

receptors via catalysis of H3K4 methylation [33–35].

MLL3 and MLL4 have also been implicated in im-

munoglobulin class-switching [36]. While all mem-

bers of the SET1-family possess a similar H3K4

methyltransferase domain at their C-terminus,

SET1A/B proteins are likely to maintain the major-

ity of global H3K4 methylation [20, 21], with MLL1

to 4 catalyzing H3K4 methylation at only specific

genomic intervals [29, 37–39]. One exception to

this is the oocyte, where MLL2 appears to maintain

bulk H3K4me3 [40]. The unique functions among

each SET1-family member is mediated by the diver-

gent domain architecture outside of the catalytic SET

domain (Figure 1). It should be noted that the no-

menclature of MLL2 and MLL4 genes is often con-

fused in the literature. Here, we refer to MLL4 (also

known as ALR, encoded on human chromosome

12q13) as the closer homolog of MLL3, whereas

we refer to MLL2 (also known as TRX2 and

Wbp7, encoded on human chromosome 19q13) as

the closer homolog of MLL1.
Many of the SET1-family proteins have been

causally implicated in pathogenic processes such as

cancer. MLL1 was first cloned based on its is involve-

ment in chromosomal translocations found in Mixed

Lineage Leukemia, a cancer of the hematopoietic

system often seen in infants where malignant

cells express markers of both myeloid and lymphoid

lineages [41, 42]. Chromosomal translocations asso-

ciated with this disease rearrange the MLL1 gene

and lead to the expression of leukemogenic fusion

proteins with deregulated functions. Several excel-

lent reviews discuss the mechanisms of epigenetic

alteration by MLL1-fusion proteins, which is outside

of the scope of this review [43, 44]. In addition,

inactivating somatic mutations of MLL3 and MLL4
have been identified in a wide spectrum of different

cancer types, suggesting a tumor suppressor func-

tion for these family members [45–48]. Moreover,

Kabuki syndrome, which is associated with multiple

congenital abnormalities, has recently been attri-

buted to germline inactivating mutations of MLL4
[49]. Importantly, the disease-related functions of

MLL3/4 in cancer and the role of MLL4 in

Kabuki syndrome have yet to be characterized

mechanistically.
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WRADASSOCIATESWITH
SET1-FAMILY H3K4
METHYLTRANSFERASESTO
STIMULATE CATALYTICACTIVITY
AND PRODUCT SPECIFICITY
Purification of yeast Set1 complexes, also known as

COMPASS, by several independent laboratories re-

vealed several copurifying subunits, including Swd3,

Bre2/Spp1, Swd1 and Sdc1 proteins, which encode

orthologs of the mammalian proteins WDR5,

ASH2L, RbBP5 and DPY-30 (WRAD), respect-

ively [15, 16, 50] (Figure 2A). Later purifications of

SET1-related complexes from fly and human cells

also identified an association with WRAD proteins,

indicating these factors are a highly conserved reper-

toire of core-subunits for all SET1-family complexes

[20, 21, 33, 35, 51, 52]. Deletions of any WRAD-

encoding gene in yeast leads to phenotypes and gene

expression alterations that resemble those observed

with SET1 mutants, suggesting a functionally rele-

vant interaction among these proteins invivo [16, 50].

Furthermore, WRAD components are also required

to maintain global levels of H3K4 methylation in

cells [13, 14, 16]. In studies performed in both

yeast and in mammalian cells, WDR5 and RbBP5

have been found to be essential to maintain

H3K4me1, H3K4me2 and H3K4me3, whereas

ASH2L and DPY-30 are principally required for

H3K4me3 and to a lesser extent H3K4me2 [53–

56]. WDR5 and RbBP5 proteins are also essential

for the stability of the Set1 complex in yeast, as Set1

levels become undetectable in cell extracts when

either subunit is depleted [54]. In contrast, ASH2L

and DPY-30 orthologs appear to be dispensable for

yeast Set1 complex integrity; however, a purified

COMPASS complex lacking these factors displays

reduced H3K4 methylation activity in vitro [53].

The requirement for WRAD in mammalian cells

to maintain global H3K4me3 is likely to reflect the

interaction with SET1A/B, as opposed to MLL1-4

[21, 29]. Nonetheless, WRAD represents a con-

served set of proteins that associate with

SET1-related H3K4 methyltransferases to promote

their stability and/or catalytic activity.

A wealth of insights into the biochemical mech-

anism of WRAD has been obtained from studying a

reconstituted complex of purified subunits in associ-

ation with the SET domain of MLL1. Through

examination of the pairwise interactions of MLL1

with individual WRAD subunits purified from

insect cells or bacteria, it has been demonstrated

that each subunit assembles in a hierarchical inter-

action arrangement (MLL1 , WDR5 , RbBP5

, ASH2L , DPY-30) [55, 57] (Figure 2B). The

beta-propeller WD40 domains of WDR5 engage in

a strong 1:1 interaction with an unstructured region

of MLL1 called the Win motif located approximately

139 amino acids N-terminal to the SET domain

catalytic site [58, 59]. The Win motif of MLL1 is

crucial under most assay conditions for the

SET1A 1707 aa

MLL1 3972 aa

MLL2 2715 aa

MLL3 4911 aa

MLL4 5537 aa

SET1B 1923 aa

SET post-SETCxxCAT hookRRM PHD BROMO FYRN FYRCHMG

Taspase
cleavage

Menin
interaction

Figure 1: The human SET1-family of H3K4 methyltransferases. Domain architecture is indicated. The SET and
post-SET domains participate in methylation catalysis.
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association with WRAD [58]. The opposing face of

the WDR5 beta-propeller domain can simultan-

eously engage in direct interactions with a region

of RbBP5 adjacent to its hinge region [60, 61]. In

addition to interacting with WDR5, RbBP5 directly

binds to the SPRY domain of ASH2L and engages in

a weak direct physical interaction with MLL1 [55,

62]. ASH2L also binds directly to a homodimer of

DPY-30 and is essential for its association with

MLL1 [57]. Based on these interactions, WDR5

and RbBP5 are thought to function as a scaffold

for the subsequent association of ASH2L and

DPY-30 (Figure 2B).

In the absence of any interacting proteins, purified

MLL1 is a relatively weak H3K4 methyltransferase

with product specificity limited to mono-

methylation [55, 57, 62]. By assembling individual

components with purified MLL1, it has been found

that a stoichiometric association with WDR5 and

RbBP5 only leads to a modest increase in H3K4

methylation activity, which, like MLL1 alone, is lim-

ited in product specificity to mono-methylation [57].

The addition of stoichiometric amounts of ASH2L

to the MLL1-WDR5-RbBP5 complex results in a

profound increase in H3K4 methyltransferase activity

(a >300-fold increase in the rate constant) [55, 57].

Moreover, the inclusion of ASH2L shifts the product

specificity of the complex to that of a H3K4

di-methyltransferase, with a minimal activity of

the complex to catalyze trimethylation [57]. The

addition of DPY-30 to the complex results in a fur-

ther increase in activity without shifting product

specificity [56, 57]. Hence, these studies indicate

that WRAD stimulates the intrinsic H3K4 methyl-

transferase activity of MLL1 and influences its cap-

acity to perform multiple lysine methylation transfers

to its substrate.

One issue that has yet to be addressed is whether

all SET1-family enzymes utilize WRAD in an iden-

tical manner to what has been determined with

reconstituted MLL1 complexes. This issue is par-

ticularly relevant since the SET domain of MLL1 is

dispensable for many of its essential functions in vivo
[37]; hence, the methyltransferase domains of the

other five SET1-family members might be more

active and/or relevant in vivo. Recent evidence

suggests that WDR5-RbBP5-ASH2L associates

with a Win motif of all six human SET1-family

members, resulting in the stimulation of their

H3K4 methyltransferase activity in a reconstituted

system; however, effects on product specificity

were not examined [63]. Interestingly, MLL3 dis-

plays a stronger intrinsic H3K4 methyltransferase

activity than the other family members in the ab-

sence of associated factors, suggesting that it might

be uniquely capable of methylating chromatin in a

A

B

Figure 2: The WRAD module. (A) The domain architecture of WDR5, RbBP5, ASH2L and DPY-30. (B) The cur-
rent model of WRAD assembly with the Win-motif and SET domain portions of SET1-family proteins.
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WRAD-independent manner [63]. A purified yeast

Set1 protein also completely lacks H3K4 methyl-

transferase activity in vitro but is dramatically stimu-

lated by its association with purified WRAD

orthologs [64]. Unlike MLL1-WRAD, a reconsti-

tuted Set1-WRAD complex can carry out mono-,

di- and tri-methylation of H3K4, consistent

with in vivo observations in yeast and metazoan

cells [20, 21, 64]. At present, a major unresolved

question is why WRAD can stimulate H3K4

tri-methylation by Set1 but can only promote

H3K4 di-methylation activity for MLL1. In add-

ition, the product specificity of MLL2, MLL3 and

MLL4, alone or in association with WRAD, also is

yet to be determined.

One explanation for the poor intrinsic catalytic

activity of SET1-family enzymes is suggested

through comparison of the crystal structure of the

MLL1 SET domain with other SET domain con-

taining lysine methyltransferases which display

greater intrinsic activity [65]. Most of the active

SET domains are known to form a closed hydro-

phobic channel that connects the substrate lysine

and cofactor SAM on opposite faces of the protein

[reviewed in 66]. Importantly, the closed channel

formed by the SET-I, SET-C and postSET sub-

regions of the SET domain optimally align the

methyl leaving group of SAM with the

episilon-amine-receiving group of lysine. In add-

ition, a carbonyl cage present in the closed channel

provides an optimal chemical environment for the

nucleophilic substitution mechanism. In the MLL1

SET domain, however, the SET-I and postSET re-

gions fail to interact to form a closed channel, result-

ing in the substrate being bound in an open cleft

between the two lobes [65]. This open arrangement

allows mobility of the substrate, hence resulting in an

ineffective conformation for methyl transfer. This

open SET domain configuration of MLL1 is likely

to impose, at least in part, the WRAD-requirement

to facilitate methylation [65]. One possibility is that

the WRAD interaction allosterically closes the cata-

lytic channel into an optimal configuration for ca-

talysis. As will be discussed below, a non-mutually

exclusive alternative is that the open channel allows

access to a second H3K4 methyltransferase active site

present in WRAD itself to perform additional

methyl transfers [57, 62, 67]. It will be important

in future studies to determine whether the open

SET domain conformation is present in other

SET1-family enzymes.

Another feature that restricts the product specifi-

city of isolated SET1-family enzymes relates to the

presence of a tyrosine in the ‘switch position’ of the

SET domain [68, 69]. It is known that the differing

product specificity among members of the SET

domain family is related to the available volume of

the active site being able to accommodate

pre-methylated substrates. A major determinant of

product specificity is the presence of phenylalanine

or a tyrosine in the critical ‘switch position’ of the

SET domain. SET-domain containing enzymes,

such as Set7/9, possess a tyrosine in the switch pos-

ition resulting in a smaller active site that can only

catalyze mono-methylation. In contrast, Dim5 and

G9a enzymes possess phenylalanine in the switch

position, resulting in a larger active site that can

accommodate rotation of pre-methylated sub-

strates, thus allowing processive methylation [66].

Interestingly, all of the SET1-related enzymes possess

a tyrosine in the switch position, which is predicted

to render their enzymatic activity limited to

mono-methylation, as is seen with purified MLL1

in vitro. Accordingly, substituting the switch position

tyrosine with alanine (MLL1Y3942F) converts MLL1

into an effective tri-methyltransferase enzyme with-

out any requirement for WRAD binding when

using histone H3 tail peptides as substrates [57].

When using nucleosomes as a substrate, however,

purified MLL1Y3942F is only capable of mono-

methylating H3K4 [67]. The addition of WRAD

to MLL1Y3942F restores the di- and tri-methylation

activity of this mutant, suggesting that WRAD reg-

ulates how the MLL1 SET domain engages nucleo-

somal substrates [67]. A similar tyrosine to alanine

substitution in yeast Set1 also elevates its

tri-methyltransferase activity in vitro and can bypass

the requirement for one of the ASH2L-like subunits

(Spp1) to allow H3K4 trimethylation in vivo [70].

Based on these studies, it can be inferred that the

presence of tyrosine in the switch position of

SET1-family proteins limits their intrinsic activity

to mono-methylation, however upon binding to

WRAD this limitation can be overcome to promote

additional degrees of methylation.

EVIDENCE FOR AN INTRINSIC
H3K4 METHYLTRANSFERASE
ACTIVITY PRESENT INWRAD
Recombinant WRAD proteins in solution readily

form an independent complex without an associated
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SET domain, which can also be observed in crude

nuclear extracts [54, 55, 57]. An interesting

study found that WRAD, in the absence of an asso-

ciated SET domain, harbors an intrinsic H3K4

mono-methyltransferase activity [57]. This observa-

tion was remarkable, as none of the WRAD subunits

possess homology to known lysine methyltrans-

ferases. The methyltransferase activity of WRAD is

detectable, albeit extremely weak, when using a his-

tone H3 tail peptide as a substrate; however, WRAD

is incapable of methylating H3K4 in the context of a

nucleosome [67]. Like the activity of other

known lysine methyltransferases, catalytic activity

of WRAD is zinc dependent, inhibited by S-adeno-

sylhomocysteine, and displays Michaelis–Menton

kinetics [67]. In this study, it was found that the

catalytic activity could be minimally reconstituted

with a subcomplex of WDR5, RbBP5 and ASH2L

and cannot be observed with any individual purified

subunit [67]. An independent study has also found

a weak H3K4 methyltransferase activity that can

be detected within a heterodimer of ASH2L

and RbBP5 [62]. The authors used UV crosslinking

to show that ASH2L, like MLL1, binds directly

to the methyl-donor SAM [62]. Unlike MLL1,

ASH2L is only capable of SAM binding when in a

complex with both RbBP5 and MLL1. Collectively,

these independent observations support WRAD

possessing an intrinsic H3K4 methyltransferase activ-

ity, but only in the context of the fully assembled

complex.

What role could a second H3K4 methyltransfer-

ase catalytic center have in the context of the MLL1

core complex? Several interesting models have

emerged by examining total H3K4 methyltransferase

activity of various MLL1 SET domain mutations

assembled in the context of WRAD [62, 67].

Substitution of asparagine 3906 of the MLL1 SET

domain with alanine disrupts a key hydrogen

bond with SAM, thereby abolishing its intrinsic

H3K4 methyltransferase activity [67]. Interesting

MLL1N3906A assembled with WRAD can still methy-

late an H3 peptide with pre-existing H3K4me0 or

H3K4me1, whereas WRAD alone can only

mono-methylate an H3K4me0 substrate [67]. This

result suggests that the product specificity of WRAD

is expanded to perform dimethylation when physic-

ally associated with MLL1. Furthermore, an MLL1

Y3874A/K3878A double mutant is similarly com-

promised in its intrinsic H3K4 methyltransferase

activity, but when assembled with RbBP5/ASH2L,

this trimeric complex regains largely normal activity

[62]. Taken together, these studies support the pos-

sibility that total H3K4 methylation activity might be

accomplished through dual catalytic sites present in

MLL1 and WRAD, which function sequentially to

perform two methylation reactions on a single lysine

side chain.

While these studies are provocative, the weak

overall catalytic activity of WRAD, as compared to

other known methyltransferases, necessitates further

investigation to validate the ‘dual active site’ model

of SET1-family mediated H3K4 methylation.

Structural studies to visualize substrate bound to

the WRAD catalytic site will be essential to prove

this mechanism in fact exists.

ROLES FORWRAD IN
RECRUITMENTOF SET1-FAMILY
PROTEINSTO CHROMATIN
Beyond the regulatory roles in catalysis outlined

above, WRAD components can also engage in pro-

tein:protein, protein:RNA and protein:DNA inter-

actions that serve to recruit and/or stabilize SET1-

family complexes at their target sites in the genome.

ASH2L has been shown to interact with sequence-

specific transcription factors, such as Mef2d and

Ap2delta, to promote recruitment of SET1-family

proteins as coactivators, resulting in H3K4 methyla-

tion at occupied cis-elements [71, 72]. Recently,

crystal structures of the N-terminal PHD-like

domain of ASH2L unexpectedly revealed a

winged-helix fold, which is a known

DNA-binding domain found in Forkhead-family

transcription factors [73, 74]. Indeed, the winged-

helix domain of ASH2L can bind to DNA, albeit

1000 times weaker than the forkhead transcription

factor FoxO1 [73, 74]. While this domain has rather

limited sequence specificity, it appears to be import-

ant for stable binding of ASH2L to chromatin in vivo
[73, 74].

WDR5 has also been shown to engage in several

direct interactions that influence complex recruit-

ment. WDR5 can bind to the transcription factor

Oct4, thus recruiting SET1-family enzymes to

co-activate gene regulatory networks that sustain

self-renewal of embryonic stem cells [75]. WDR5

can also interact with histone H3 via its WD40

beta propeller domain, which is also the same

domain that interacts with the Win motif of

SET1-family proteins [76]. Some studies have
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found that WDR5 preferentially binds to H3 when

methylated at H3K4 [76, 77], whereas another study

failed to observe methylation-specific binding [78].

A recent report indicates that WDR5 preferentially

binds to H3 when it is symmetrically dimethylated at

H3R2 (H3R2me2s), which was also identified by

the authors as a novel histone mark found at active

gene promoters in a mammalian cells [79].

Interestingly, asymmetric H3R2 methylation specif-

ically impedes the interaction with WDR5 [79]. The

global colocalization of H3K4me3 and H3KR2me2s

at a genome-wide scale supports the idea that

WDR5 might bind this modification to promote

SET1-family recruitment [79]. One factor in con-

sidering histone binding by WDR5 as a mechanism

for complex recruitment is that it cannot occur sim-

ultaneously with its interaction with the Win-motif.

Hence, it seems unlikely that this interaction alone

could tether SET1-family proteins to their target sites

in the genome; however, it could still promote sub-

strate presentation or recruitment if the association/

disassociation events occurred in a dynamic fashion

with other stabilizing interactions [55].

Finally, WDR5 has also been found to associate

with the long intergenic noncoding RNA

(lincRNA) called HOTTIP, which is transcribed

from the 50-end of the HOXA locus [80]. In this

study, it was found that knocking down HOTTIP

with siRNA resulted in diminished H3K4me3 and

MLL1/WDR5 recruitment to the HOXA locus

[80]. The investigators showed that recombinant

WDR5 protein, and not other components of the

MLL1 core complex, can directly interact with

HOTTIP in vitro. While the molecular details of

this physical interaction are yet to be determined,

this study suggests that SET1-family proteins might

be tethered to specific genomic sites in cis by an as-

sociation with lincRNAs. An additional study also

identified another lincRNA, called Mistral, tran-

scribed from the HoxA locus which also mediates

MLL1 recruitment, although it is not known if this

is mediated by a direct WDR5 interaction [81]. It

will be interesting to determine the generality of this

mechanism to other lincRNAs and SET1-family

members.

SUMMARY
The pattern of H3K4 mono-, di-, and tri-methyla-

tion across eukaryotic genomes exists in a highly

organized arrangement to influence diverse

gene-regulatory networks in a temporally dynamic

manner. This global chromatin state is regulated

through an elaborate multi-component system com-

prised of six SET1-related H3K4 methyltransferases,

their associated WRAD module, other regulators

that influence complex recruitment and/or activity

(e.g. CFP1), and the opposing activity of H3K4

demethylases. It can be speculated that a reliance of

SET1-family proteins on WRAD for catalysis exists

to enable ‘tuning’ of methylation levels at particular

genomic sites for enhanced regulatory potential.

An important aspect of H3K4 methylation that cur-

rently defies explanation is regarding its functional

importance in gene regulation. Using invitro systems,

it has been observed that H3K4 methylation has

only a minor effect on transcriptional activity [82].

Reducing the level of DPY-30 in embryonic stem

cells results in a global reduction of H3K4me3,

yet self-renewal and proliferation of these cells

were unaffected [56]. However, DPY-30-deficient

ES cells display a specific defect in undergoing

neural differentiation [56]. Thus, despite H3K4me3

being a general feature of active chromatin, its

non-redundant function in transcriptional regulation

is apparently highly dependent on gene- and cell

type-context. Based on this, it will be a worthwhile

endeavor in future studies to explore the biological

significance of H3K4 methylation in vivo to identify

additional roles in normal physiology and in disease

processes.

Key points

� The SET1-family of enzymes is involved in maintenance of H3K4
methylation, a chromatinmark that is associatedwith transcrip-
tional activation.

� Catalysis of H3K4 methylation by SET1-family of enzymes is
dependent on association with a protein module comprised of
WDR5, RbBP5, ASH2L and DPY-30 (WRAD).

� WRADhasbeen found to catalyzeH3K4methylation independ-
ently of an associated SET1-protein, implicating a dual active
sitemechanism formethylation.

� WRAD can interact with RNA, DNA, and other proteins to
recruit SET1-family proteins to sites along the chromatin fiber.
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